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it has been one month since its release and fortminortherisingtiedfullalbumzip is a
smash hit that has spread its arms of celebration all over the world. in many
countries the album has become one of the most popular releases of the year. since
its release a lot of features have been added, so the release of
fortminortherisingtiedfullalbumzip has been a long ride indeed. this album
represents almost a complete rewrite of fortminortied, so it is a big and complex
project. its first goal was to correctly produce an album that fitted the low resolution
mp3 format, but also a big fan of the album, in particular the band's ltor member
apalone, told us that it's a good thing that the album turned out so beautifully . for
the few people who do not have an audio player for this format you have a
searchable wav version included in the zip. the wav file support up to 128khz and
32bit mono. if you prefer to use an another audio player you can install vorbis with
no problems and enjoy. "vinyl is a social justice issue," fort minor tells us on his new
lyric video for rise, his forthcoming second full-length. "why should someone have
to pay $20 to buy an album and get it shipped to a music store where they'll spend
another $2 to get it from the back?" "this might as well be a music video from the
year 3000," fort minor tells us in a new interview with bass player. "we're staring at
monitors all day long, and have to use plugs to plug in our instruments. we're
staring at monitors all day long, and have to use plugs to plug in our instruments."
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